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Abstract: A novel combustion mode, namely tri-fuel (TF) combustion using a diesel pilot to ignite the
premixed methane–hydrogen–air (CH4–H2–air) mixtures, was experimentally investigated under various
H2 fractions (0%, 10%, 20%, 40%, 60%) and ultra-lean conditions (equivalence ratio of ϕ = 0.5). The
overarching objective is to evaluate the effect of H2 fraction on flame characteristics and engine performance.
To visualize the effect of H2 fraction on the combustion process and flame characteristics, a high-speed
color camera (Photron SA-Z) was employed for natural flame luminosity (NFL) imaging to visualize the
instantaneous TF combustion process. The engine performance, flame characteristics, and flame stability
are characterized based on cylinder pressure and color natural flame images. Both pressure-based and
optical imaging-based analyses indicate that adding H2 into the CH4–air mixture can dramatically improve
engine performance, such as combustion efficiency, flame speed, and flame stability. The visualization
results of NFL show that the addition of H2 promotes the high-temperature reaction, which exhibits a
brighter bluish flame during the start of combustion and main combustion, however, a brighter orangish
flame during the end of combustion. Since the combustion is ultra-lean, increasing the H2 concentration
in the CH4–air mixture dramatically improves the flame propagation, which might reduce the CH4 slip.
However, higher H2 concentration in the CH4–air mixture might lead to a high-temperature reaction that
sequentially promotes soot emissions, which emit a bright yellowish flame.

Keywords: tri-fuel combustion; optical engine; natural flame luminosity; hydrogen enhancement

1. Introduction

According to the IEA 2020 Transport 2020 Emissions Report, road transportation pow-
ered by internal combustion engines (ICEs) accounted for nearly 75% of CO2 emissions from
fuel combustion [1]. To achieve the target of the first climate-neutral continent by 2050, Eu-
rope must significantly reduce CO2 emissions from ICE-based transportation in the coming
decades [2]. Low-carbon fuels (e.g., CH4), carbon-free fuels (e.g., hydrogen (H2)), or their
blends are the main candidates for ICE decarbonization. In particular, the European Commis-
sion initiated a new dedicated strategy on H2, in parallel with the strategy on energy system
integration to explore the potential of clean H2 for helping the process of decarbonizing the
EU economy, aiming to achieve net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 in a socially fair,
cost-effective and competitive way [3]. This strategy will promote the application of H2 as a
fuel or additive in the market for zero- and low-emissions propulsion systems.

In this context, the H2-burning combustion engine offers great potential to mitigate
CO2 emissions in the combustion process. However, there are also a series of challenges
that need to be overcome when H2 is to be applied as an energy carrier; for instance,
very low density implies low volumetric energy densities compared to conventional
fossil fuels, difficulties in storage and transportation, safety issues due to the extremely
low minimum ignition energy (MIE) and high flame velocity [4]. The recent pure H2-
powered ICEs studies mostly focused on premixed combustion concepts, such as the
spark ignition (SI) engine, including port-fuel injection [5–7] and direct injection [8–10].
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However, the application of H2 as a sole fuel in ICEs suffers from some problems,
such as low volumetric energy density [4], knocking [11,12], backfire [13,14], as well
as relatively high NOx emissions depending on the engine types (e.g., compression
ignition (CI) or spark ignition (SI)) and operating conditions [4,14]. Compared to
pure H2 combustion, dual-fuel concepts, which involve premixing H2 with some
hydrocarbon fuels as a promotor to take advantage of both fuels, have attracted a lot of
attention. This strategy has been successfully applied in both SI [15–17] and CI [18–20]
engines. For H2-enriched diesel engines, H2–air mixtures are induced into the cylinder
and then ignited by a small amount of diesel, which has been extensively investigated in
the last decades. Again, the main challenges are (1) low volumetric energy density [4],
(2) limited operating range [21], and (3) NOx emissions [22], hence (4) limited efficiency,
etc. To overcome such problems, using a tri-fuel (TF) combustion flexibly blending CH4–
H2 mixture at different engine operating conditions, and then igniting the mixtures
by a low diesel energy share ratio, could help the pilot to improve engine combustion
efficiency and reduce emissions, for instance, unburned hydrocarbon (UHC), carbon
monoxide (CO), and carbon dioxide (CO2). However, NOx emissions are also increased.
The application of TF has the following advantages: (1) extends the flammability of
the lean charge mixtures, (2) improves the combustion stability (reduces the unburned
hydrocarbons) and combustion efficiency, (3) extends the operating range and improves
the engine performance, (4) compromises the CO2 and NOx emissions compared to
pure H2 or CH4 combustion.

Over the past few years, several convincing studies have been conducted in the
research and development of TF combustion fueled with premixed CH4–H2–air mixtures
ignited by a diesel pilot [23–26]. Fundamental studies, including experimental and
computational studies, have evaluated the effects of the CH4–H2 ratio [27,28], oxidizer
compositions, operating temperature, and pressure on the ignition process, flame proper-
ties, and combustion stabilities [4,24,29,30]. Meanwhile, the effect of charge-air tempera-
ture [31] and pilot-fuel properties under different engine operating conditions [32–35]
have been extensively studied as well. However, the fundamental experiments mostly
focused on some specific properties, such as the ignition delay time (IDT), laminar flame
velocity, flame structure, and emission formation using shock tubes, rapid compres-
sion machines (RCM), and constant volume combustion chambers (CVCC), which have
different operating conditions and a less complex flow field compared to the practical
engine. The tri-fuel combustion in full-metal engines has been extensively studied,
which has provided a detailed understanding of engine performance and emissions
under various H2–CH4 mixtures and engine operating conditions. However, full-metal
engine studies can not visualize the combustion process for a deep understanding of the
combustion details in the cylinder, even though the computational studies can typically
provide detailed reaction mechanisms and combustion processes based on 0D or 3D
(computational fluid dynamics, CFD) simulation to identify the effect of H2 addition
on IDT and flame characteristics. It is still necessary to understand the ignition process
and combustion characteristics under engine-like conditions due to the lack of high-
fidelity experimental data for simulation validation [36,37]. For this purpose, high-speed
imaging diagnostic techniques have been extensively implemented to improve the un-
derstanding of combustion characteristics under various engine-like conditions. Among
all the optical diagnostics techniques, natural flame luminosity (NFL) imaging is one of
the simplest and most straightforward approaches to visualize the combustion process
in the cylinder [36]. NFL can be used to visualize the broadband spectrum emitted
(380–1000 nm) by the flame chemiluminescence as well as the high-temperature soot
particle radiation during combustion [38]. Therefore, using a high-speed color camera
(CCD/CMOS) for simple NFL imaging can detect radiant emissions from flames, which
are the combinational RGB signals emitting from chemiluminescence-induced digital
coloration from electronically excited reactive species (to be denoted henceforth by “*”)
and the combination of black-body radiation from soot particles [39]. Generally, there
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are five main electronically self-excited species generated through chemical reactions
that are interested in the flame, which include OH* (306.4 nm), CH2O* (512–514 nm),
CH* (431.5 nm), C2* (516.5 nm), and CO2* (broadband emission 340-650 nm), alluding to
chemiluminescence in the near UV and visible range [40]. Such radicals or species are
believed to exist in high concentrations near the flame front.

The flame from hydrocarbon fuels can be considered a self-illuminating source.
Chemiluminescence is the self-excited species or radicals, which can be conducted by
NFL imaging to identify the specific chemical kinetics during combustion [41]. There-
fore, several studies have been reported adopting high-speed NFL imaging to evaluate
the fuel–air mixture formation, ignition behavior, combustion characteristics and emis-
sions in optically accessible engines. For instance, Tang et al. [42,43] investigated the
combustion characteristics (e.g., ignition behavior, flame front propagation and flame
probability) and the tendency of soot formation using a high-speed NFL imaging tech-
nique in reactivity-controlled compression ignition (RCCI) combustion mode. Upatnieks
et al. [44,45] employed a high-speed NFL imaging technique to investigate flame char-
acteristics (e.g., lift-off length and flame propagation) and soot incandescence under
low-temperature combustion (LTC) conditions in an optical engine. Vallinayagam Ra-
man et al. applied a complicated combinational optical setup, including high-speed NFL
imaging, qualitative fuel-tracer planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF), formaldehyde
(CH2O) PLIF, and unburned hydrocarbon (UHC) PLIF to quantify the flame characteris-
tics, fuel–air mixing process, local low- and high-temperature heat release in the flames
(LTHR and HTHR), as well as the UHC distribution in an optically accessible engine
under partially premixed combustion (PPC) mode [46]. The observation indicated that
the self-excited species such as band spectra of C2*, HCO*, CH2O*, and CH*, are accom-
panied by continuous spectra of CO*, which are the main contributors to the blue flame,
which can be detected by colored NFL imaging. These intermediate species are likely to
be released due to the fuel decomposition process, in particular, during the premixed
combustion when the HTHR phase is initiated. With the evolution of combustion and the
elevation of the temperature, especially in fuel-rich zones, the color of the NFL images
turns from blue to yellow or orange due to soot formation and radiation. Liu et al. [47,48]
extensively studied the flame front propagation and auto-ignition in an optical engine
using various combustion modes, including micro-DI, RCCI, and PPC by a simultaneous
CH2O-PLIF and high-speed NFL imaging setup. They observed that chemiluminescence
typically starts from low-temperature combustion due to the relaxation of the excited
combustion radicals returning to their ground states, which indicates that the chemilumi-
nescence signal can be an indicator of the start of exothermic chemical reactions and heat
release. The chemiluminescence signal exists in the whole combustion process and emits
a specific wavelength depending on the fuel compositions and conditions. However,
when the flame is rich with soot emissions, the spectrum emitted from the other species
might be overwhelmed by strong radiation luminous from soot incandescence [49].

According to the above literature review, H2 is an excellent promoter for diesel pilot
tri-fuel combustion to improve engine performance and reduce CO2 emission. However,
the previous studies have been concerned more with the fundamental combustion char-
acteristics, lacking the investigation of TF combustion in practical engines, especially in
optical engines. Meanwhile, NFL imaging is one of the most flexible techniques, which has
been widely applied in optical engine studies for chemiluminescence and soot visualization.
Nevertheless, in the aforementioned studies, H2 was absent. Therefore, in the present study,
the effect of H2 fraction in a CH4–air mixture on engine performance and combustion
processes will be comprehensively investigated based on the cylinder pressure and NFL
imaging. The overarching objective of this study is to fill the gap between fundamental
combustion and a practical engine with H2 addition. Additionally, the current study can
provide valuable optical engine data for 0D and 3D numerical model validation. The
structure of this paper is organized as follows.
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Section 2 describes the experimental apparatus, including the optical engine specifica-
tions, operating conditions, fuel properties and specification of high-speed natural flame
luminosity imaging technique.

Section 3 introduces the methodology and image postprocessing. In this section, the
raw images, integrated spatiotemporal flame intensity, and flame stability are introduced
to characterize the flame features.

Section 4 evaluates the influence of the H2 fraction on engine performance, flame
characteristics, and combustion stabilities.

Section 5 represents conclusions on the suitability and advantages of tri-fuel combustion.
The novelty of this study is using high-speed NFL imaging to visualize the combustion

process and to evaluate the effect of the addition of H2 in a CH4–air mixture on engine
performance and flame characteristics in an optical engine. Moreover, the results of this
study will provide valuable experimental data for CFD validation for TF combustion.

2. Experimental Setup and Methodology
2.1. Specifications of the Optically Accessible Engine

Figure 1 illuminates the schematic of the optically accessible engine and the main
sub-systems. Table 1 summarizes the most important specifications of the optically
accessible engine. The optically accessible engine was modified based on an 6-cylinder
common rail AGCO 84AWI diesel engine, which has full flexibility to be operated
under various combustion modes, for instance, dual-fuel (DF) and tri-fuel (TF). The
engine speed and load were controlled by a 45 kW ABB low-voltage motor coupled
with a frequency converter (ACS800-11). Two low-pressure natural gas port fuel
injectors (Bosch NGI2) were applied to inject the premixed CH4–H2 mixture into a
modified manifold to prepare the well-mixed charge mixture. The mass flow of the
gaseous fuels (e.g., CH4 and H2) was controlled independently by two specific mass
flow meters/controllers (EL-FLOW®, Netherlands) to provide accurate gaseous mass
flows and H2 fractions. An electrohydraulic valve actuator (EHVA) system, which
has the full capability to control the timing and lift for intake and exhaust valves, was
employed to offer precise control for the valve system. An electric compressor (E-turbo)
accompanied with an air mass flow meter (RHM-08 Coriolis mass flow meter, Rheonik
Messtechnik GmbH, Odelzhausen, Germany) was integrated to control the charge-air
mass flow rate based on a closed-loop PID controller. The pilot diesel was injected by a
6-hole piezo injector (Bosch CRI 3, Gerlingen-Schillerhöhe, Germany) with centralized
installation at the cylinder head. This piezo injector is beneficial to the fast response
and precisely controls the fuel quantity, which can accurately provide a tiny amount of
pilot diesel spray for ignition. The nozzle diameter of the injector was 90 µm. The crank
angle signal was obtained by a high-resolution crank-angle encoder with a resolution
of 0.2◦ CAD. The cylinder pressure was detected by a high-frequency piezoelectric
sensor (type 6125C, Kistler Co., Inc., Winterthur, Switzerland), and the signal was
amplified by a charge amplifier (type 5011B, Kistler Co., Inc., Winterthur, Switzerland)
at a resolution of 0.2 CAD. A self-made external water-cooling system was adopted to
warm the engine before operation. The engine control and data acquisition system were
established based on a National Instrument field, programmable gate array (NI-FPGA,
National Instruments, Austin, Texas, United States) system and LabView software
(National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA), which has the capacity to monitor, control,
and synchronize all signals, including engine speed, injection pressure, injection timing,
charge-air flow, gaseous fuel mass flow, camera synchronization, etc. The piston of the
optical engine was replaced with a Bowditch-type extended piston, which provided
optical access from the bottom via a 45◦ UV–visible mirror and a flat sapphire window.
The view diameter of the optical window was 65 mm, and the reflective mirror had a
high reflection ratio of above 95%, which can provide a high-quality combustion signal
to high-speed cameras.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the optical engine and high-speed camera location relative to the combustion
chamber. (Note: P represents the pressure sensor, and T represents the thermocouple).

Table 1. Specifications of optically accessible engine.

Parameter Unit Value

Engine model Modified 6-cylinder AGCO
84AWI engine

Output power kW 200–298 @2100 rpm

Operating engine speed rpm 1200

Bore × stroke mm × mm 111 × 145

Connecting rod length mm 132

Displacement volume cm3 1402

Combustion bowl volume cm3 89.9

Geometric compression ratio 16.7:1

Swirl ratio <0.1

Diesel pilot injector Bosch CRI3 injector (piezo)

Hole number of diesel pilot 6

µm 90

Diesel pilot pressure bar 1000

Gas Injector 2 × Bosch NGI injectors

Gas pressure bar 8

Crank angle of intake opening CAD BTDC 2

Crank angle of intake closing CAD ATDC 210

Crank angle of exhaust
opening CAD BTDC 225

Crank angle of exhaust closing CAD BTDC 6
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Table 2 lists the specifications of the most important devices, which were used for
controlling and monitoring the operating conditions, including measured variables, range,
and accuracy. To accurately control the engine, the error analysis was conducted before
the experiments.

Table 2. Specification of measurement devices for controlling and monitoring the engine operating conditions.

Variable Device Type/Model and Manufacture Manufacture Range Accuracy

Load and speed 45 KW 94 AMP MOTOR with ACS800-11
frequency converter, ABB, Switzerland 0–2960 rpm ±10 rpm

Valve Timing EHVA Parker, US 0–12 mm ±0.05 mm

Cooling temperature Cooling system Customized, Finland 0–100 ◦C ±1 ◦C

Charge-air pressure Electric Compressor Customized, Finland 0–3 bar ±0.5%

Charge-air mass flow RHM-08 Coriolis Rheonik Messtechnik,
Germany 0–200 kg/h ±0.5%

Charge-air temperature PT100 TC, UK 0–200 ◦C ±0.1%

Charge-air pressure Piezoelectric/AVL LPD11DA05 AVL, Austra 0–5 bar ±0.1%

Cylinder pressure 6125C sensor and 5011B amplifier Kistler, Switzerland 0–300 bar ≤±0.4%

Exhaust temperature Type K, TC TC, UK 0–1000 ◦C ±0.5%

Exhaust pressure Piezoelectric/AVL GU21C AVL, Austra 0–10 bar ±0.1%

H2 mass flow MVM-030-PA EL-FLOW®,
Netherland

1–30 L/min ±0.3%

CH4 mass flow MVM-060-PA EL-FLOW®,
Netherland

1–60 L/min ±0.3%

2.2. Operating Conditions

The operating conditions of the present study are listed in Table 3. The speed of the op-
tical engine was fixed at 1200 rpm. The equivalence ratio of the gaseous fuels was kept con-
stant at 0.5 (φ = 0.5) with varying H2 concentrations ( χH2/CH4 = 0%, 10%, 20%, 40%, 60% )
on TF combustion. A closed-loop PID controller accompanied by the electric compressor
and charge-air mass flow meter were adopted to maintain the charge-air mass flow rate
of 50 kg/h. The total energy input into the cylinder was ~78 MJ/h according to the lower
heating value and mass flow rate of the fuels. The total energy slightly increased with the
addition of H2 due to the higher lower heating value of H2. The indicated mean effective
pressure (IMPE) was around 7 bar, depending on the H2 concentration in the charge mixture
as well as on the combustion efficiency. A constant pilot injection pressure of 1000 bar and a
fixed injection duration of 0.174 ms at 7 CAD BTDC were adopted to ignite the CH4–H2–air
mixture with a ~5% energy share ratio (Pratio = ~5%). A skip fire strategy was employed to
protect the engine with a skip order of 7 (firing every 7 cycles). The data acquisition was
started, the combustion was stabilized, and a total of 25 combustion cycles were recorded
for data analysis. More details regarding H2 concentrations in the charge mixture and
energy share ratio can be seen in Table 4.

2.3. Fuel Properties

The high reactivity fuel EN590 was applied as a pilot fuel to ignite the CH4–H2–air
mixture in the cylinder. The high-purity CH4 and H2 were provided by AGA Industrial
Gases (Helsinki, Finland) with a purity of 99.95% and 99.9%, respectively. More details of
the fuel properties can be seen in our previous studies [23]. Since H2 has a lower density as
well as extremely low minimum ignition energy and quenching gas, but higher autoignition
temperature and broader flammability limit, it has a higher burning velocity. The most
attractive property of H2 is being carbon-free, which would be an excellent fuel for clean
and efficient combustion.
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Table 3. Overview of the engine operating conditions.

Parameter Unit Value

Pilot fuel EN590

Start of injection timing CAD BTDC 7
.

mair kg/h 80

Lambda 2

Pilot energy share ratio % 5

Cooling temperature ◦C 70

Pilot energy MJ/h 13.26
.

mpilot g/h 318.4

Pilot duration ms 0.174

Charge-air temperature K 298

Table 4. Details of gaseous fuel substations and energy share ratio.

Case No. H2 Volume
Fraction

H2 Energy
Share Ratio

.
mH2

.
mCH4 H2 Energy CH4

Energy

Vol.% % g/h g/h MJ/h MJ/h

1 0 0 0 1450 0 72.51

2 10 3.1 19.7 1410.7 2.36 70.54

3 20 6.7 42.86 1364.4 5.14 68.22

4 40 15.9 104.05 1242 12.49 62.1

5 60 29.6 198.5 1053.1 23.82 52.66

2.4. High-Speed Natural Flame Luminosity Imaging

A high-speed color camera (Photron SA-Z, San Diego, CA, USA) equipped with a
Nikon lens (Nikon AF Nikkor 180 mm f/2.8, Tokyo, Japan) was implemented for NFL
imaging. The maximum resolution of the camera is 1024 × 1024 pixels, and a spatial
resolution of 16.4 pixels/mm can be achieved. In this study, the exposure time of the
camera was set to 33.33 µs at the highest frame rate of 20,000 fps for full resolution.
A powerful LED ring light (Smart Version Light, RM140, Muskegon, MI, USA) was
mounted at the front of the camera to provide illumination for the liquid spray before
the start of combustion. The LED light was synchronized with the injection signal
and switched off before ignition. In this study, the total duration of the LED light was
around 800 µs after triggering. The temporal resolution of image acquisition was 0.36◦

CAD. Figure 2 shows the relative spectral response of the color camera. It can be seen
that the color camera records the spectrum of colors based on a Bayer filter mosaic,
which consists of three channels: red, green, and blue, respectively. The blue filter has
the lowest spectral sensitivity, while the red filter has the highest spectral response.
Each channel has a specific bandpass spectral wavelength that allows for specific light
transmission. Therefore, according to the color of the natural flame luminosity, it is
possible to qualitatively identify the combustion characteristics.
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Figure 2. Relative spectral response curves of Photron SA-Z color camera.

3. Image Postprocessing
3.1. Raw Image Postprocessing

Figure 3 demonstrates the raw images of the pilot fuel spray (Figure 3a), ignition
(Figure 3b), premixed low-temperature combustion (Figure 3c) and high-temperature
combustion (Figure 3d) using a high-speed color camera. The spray image shown in
Figure 3a is around 5 CAD BTDC. Since the Mie-scattering imaging only detects the
liquid droplets, the vapor phase is not visible. Figure 3b shows that the ignition occurs at
around 2 CAD ATDC, and a small blue flame kernel close to the combustion bowl can be
observed from the 4th plume. The flame kernels grew rapidly after the ignition, and large
bluish flames located in the pilot diesel clouds can be observed in Figure 3c at 3.8 CAD
ATDC. The bluish flames correspond to low-temperature combustion. Figure 3d depicts
high-temperature combustion (or main combustion); during this stage, more CH4–H2–air
mixtures was involved in the combustion, and the flame turned bright due to the high
temperature violating the combustion. The condition of the images shown in Figure 3
is from the same cycle with an equivalence ratio of 0.5 and an H2 concentration of 20%.
The ignition first happened in the diesel clouds, where the evaporated pilot fuel was
premixed with the hot CH4–H2–air mixture and subsequently ignited at suitable local fuel–
air mixing conditions [39]. Since the pilot fuel is injected from a 6-hole piezo injector, the
combustion chamber is divided into six parts based on the spray propagation direction. The
blue flame can be observed during the start of combustion and during main combustion
due to the spectral emissions of CH2O*, CH*, CO2*, and C2* chemiluminescence in the
visible spectrum. Compared to conventional diesel combustion, DF, or TF combustion,
especially under ultra-lean conditions, soot formation was critically inhibited due to the
low temperature.
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Figure 3. Raw images of the (a) pilot diesel spray, (b) flame kernel creation, (c) low-temperature
flame propagation, and (d) high-temperature combustion.

3.2. Spatiotemporal Flame Intensity Integration

Qualitative and quantitative analyses on the spatial and temporal evolution of the
liquid spray, ignition kernel creation and subsequent flame propagation after pilot-fuel
injection were investigated based on the colored NFL images. A spatiotemporal flame
intensity integration according to the brightness of the image was adopted to estimate
the evolution of the flame and combustion characteristics. To evaluate the spatial flame
location, the intensity of each image was integrated for each axis distance of the injec-
tor tip (r1, r2, · · · , rn). The spatiotemporal intensity I(rn, CAD) was calculated based
on the over 25 individual combustion cycles, which integrates the image pixel intensity
over a circumference of a circle of discretized radius (r1, r2, · · · , rn), as represented in
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Figure 4. Equation (1) defines the spatiotemporal intensity I(rn, CAD), which represents
the intensity distribution of the axial distance from the injector tip (as shown in Figure 4),

I(rn, CAD) = ∑rn=r
rn=0 I(x, y, CAD)

∣∣∣x2 + y2 = r2
n (1)

where, rn is the distance from the view center to the discretized radius, r is the maximum
radius of the view size, CAD is the crank angle degree, and (x, y) are the coordinates on the
discretized radius, x2 + y2 = r2

n. Therefore, I(x, y, CAD) is the intensity of a pixel at (x, y),
and I(rn, CAD) is the integrated intensity on the discretized radius at each crank angle.
Figure 4 shows more details and examples of the integrated intensity calculation. The white
lines segment the view based on the spray plumes. The red dashed circle represents the
discretized radius, and the green arrow shows the distance from the center of the cylinder
to the selected discretized radius.
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Figure 4. Integrated intensity of axial distance from injector tip I(rn, CAD) over 25 individual
combustion cycles. Left: example of the integrated intensity of axial distance rn = 5, 15, 25 mm at
364.52 CAD. Bottom: example of the integrated intensity of axial distance rn = 20 mm and crank
angle of 363.08 CAD, 373.16 CAD, 383.24 CAD, and 393.32 CAD.

3.3. Flame Stability

To estimate the flame stability, the flame intensity and distribution were considered to
evaluate the flame stability index (FSI), which corresponds to the intensity and probability
of flame appearance at any specified pixel (x, y). The color NFL images were first converted
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to grayscale images, and then, the gray-scaled images were normalized to the scale of [0 1]
based on the maximum intensity. After that, a binarization process was adopted to judge
the probability of the flame appearance at pixel (x, y) for each of the 25 images. To remove
the noisy pixels, a threshold of 5% of the FSI was employed to assign the noisy pixel to 0.
This procedure was implemented in every pixel of the image to obtain the FSI distribution
in the whole field of view. FSI exhibiting a small value means that there are no flames or
there are flames but with very low intensity and low occurrence in the specified region,
while FSI showing a large value indicates that the flames always appear in a specific region
with high intensity.

FSI(x, y) =
∑n=25

n=1 In,nor(x, y)
25

(2)

where FSI(x, y) is the flame stability index value of pixel (x, y), and In,nor(x, y) denotes the
normalized intensity of the pixel (x, y) in its nth cycle.

4. Results and Discussion

In this section, the effect of H2 enhancement on tri-fuel combustion in an optically
accessible engine will be comprehensively analyzed based on cylinder pressure, NFL, and
reconstructed chemiluminescence images under various H2 fractions (e.g., χH2/CH4 = 0,
10%, 20%, 40%, 60%).

4.1. Effect of H2 Addition on the Engine Performance

Figure 5 shows the cylinder pressure (upper) and apparent heat release rate (aHRR,
lower) at various H2 fractions (χH2/CH4 = 0, 10%, 20%, 40%, 60%). There were 25 cycles
conducted for the comparison; here, the averaged cylinder pressure and aHRR are shown
with solid lines, and the transparent shadow-colored lines represent cyclic cylinder pressure
and aHRR profiles. In Figure 5, a monotonical increase in in-cylinder peak pressure
can be observed with the addition of the H2 fraction. The in-cylinder profile as well as
the aHRR profile seems to grow steeper with the enhancement of the H2 combustion.
The results indicate that increasing the H2 concentration in CH4–air mixture accelerates
the fuel burning rate, which increases the aHRR and shortens the combustion duration.
The interpretation relies on the excellent combustion properties of H2, such as broad
flammability limits and higher laminar/turbulent flame speed, which potentially extend
the lean–burn limits and improve the combustion efficiency. There is more combustion
happening in the premixed stage rather than the diffusion stage as the concentration of H2
increases. This phenomenon can be related to the lower ignition energy needed for the H2
and faster flame speed, which results in spontaneous multiple flame propagation and a
faster burning rate. However, the increase in H2 concentration in the charge gas mixture
shows an insignificant influence on the ignition delay time, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 illustrates the effect of H2 enhancement on ignition delay time (IDT) (Figure 6a),
indicating mean effective pressure (IMEP) (Figure 6b) and thermal efficiency (ITE) (Figure 6c).
IDT is identified based on the second derivative of the heat release rate (SDHRR) in this study
and the detailed analysis represented in our previous work [50]. The IDT in Figure 6a shows
that the IDT at χH2/CH4 =0, 20%, 40%, and 60% are almost the same, except at χH2/CH4 =10%,
which is slightly higher than the others. This observation is against the conclusion from the
0D simulation results [24] that the addition of H2 prolongs IDT. The reason can be related
to the complexity of the flow field and heat transfer in an optical engine, which leads to
highly complicated local conditions during ignition rather than fixable and homogenous
conditions in the 0D simulation [24]. Therefore, even though the addition of H2 might prolong
the IDT in a numerical simulation, in practicality, the heat accumulated in the engine might
inhibit this effect. Figure 6b,c indicate that the increase in the IMEP is up to 21.2% from 6.5
bar (χH2/CH4 = 0) to 7.88 bar (χH2/CH4 = 60%) while the increase in the ITE is up to 6.5%
from 43.07% (χH2/CH4 = 0) to 49.58% (χH2/CH4 = 60%) with the enhancement of H2. The
interpretation can be related to: (1) adding H2 to the charge mixture increases the total energy
up to 5.5% from 76.3 MJ/h (χH2/CH4 = 0) to 80.5 MJ/h (χH2/CH4 = 60%) due to the higher
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lower heating value of H2 when keeping the lambda value the same; (2) increasing the H2
concentration in the CH4–air mixture promotes flame propagation and extends the lean–burn
limits, which results in more complete combustion and improves the combustion efficiency.
We used gross indicated thermal efficiency to define the ITE in the present work.
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To clarify the effect of H2 addition on engine combustion emissions, a full metal
engine with the same mode was operated under the H2 concentrations at various charge-
air temperatures. The engine used normal firing steps. The key emissions were measured
with an exhaust-gas analyzing system containing various emission analyzers, a CH4 slip,
unburned hydrocarbons (total hydrocarbon), CO2, and NOx. Figure 7 shows the effect
of H2 addition on engine emissions. It is clearly shown that the addition of H2 in the
charge mixture can dramatically reduce the CH4 slip and THC, in particular, from 0% to
10% H2; the reduction of the CH4 slip is over 60%, and the reduction of the THC is over
20%. There is no evident effect of H2 enhancement on the reduction of CO2 due to the
small amount of H2 and more completed combustion. However, while increasing the H2
in the CH4–air mixture, the NOx emissions dramatically increase because of the higher
local combustion temperature.
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4.2. Effect of H2 Addition on the NFL Intensity

Figure 9 depicts the true-color images and integrated spatiotemporal flame intensity
profiles of TF combustion under various H2 concentrations (χH2/CH4 = 0%, 20%, 40%,
and 60%). A total of 10 images at different combustion stages, including the start of the
combustion, premixed low-temperature combustion, high-temperature combustion, and
tail diffusion combustion, are selected to identify the effect of χH2/CH4 on the combustion
characteristics. The dashed white lines with numbers 1–10 in the integrated intensity plot
represent the timing of the selected images. The red profile presents the integrated intensity
image versus the crank angle.
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The start of the flame kernel creation and propagation can be applied to define the
start of the combustion (SoC) or IDT. In Figure 9, the flame kernels are typically created
close to the bowl edge, showing a bluish color due to the intermediate species with
band spectra that emit specific wavelengths of light, for instance, self-excited radicals
or species such as OH*, HCO*, CH2O*, and CH*, which generally have short spectral
wavelengths (<500 nm). The continuous broadband spectra of CO2* (340 nm-650 nm)
might also contribute to the emission of short wavelengths [44]. These intermediate
radicals or species are most likely to be released due to the fuel decomposition process
(corresponding to low-temperature heat release, LTHR) as well as the initial stage of the
high-temperature heat release (HTHR) phase [44]. With flame evolution, more areas in
the cylinder are occupied with the high-temperature flames due to more CH4–H2–air
mixtures involved in the combustion, which further elevate the cylinder pressure and
temperature. The high temperature in the cylinder finally leads to a more violent com-
bustion and brighter flames. Meanwhile, with the consumption of the low-temperature
species (e.g., HCO*, CH2O*, CH*) and the increase in the CO2* and H2O vapor, as
well as in soot formation, the flame color gradually turns to yellowish and orangish.
Bright spots close to the vicinity of the injector tip are a consequence of fuel dribbling.
This is because with the in-cylinder temperature increasing and fuel depleting, the
large dribbling droplets start to burn, and residual gas starts to glow, which emits
bright-yellowish flames. The appearance of the ignition of the dribbling later than the
end of the injector might be related to the larger droplet size than the normal spray,
which needs more time to evaporate. More details about the effect of dribbling on DF
combustion can be found in [51–54]. The general observation from Figure 9 indicates
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that the natural flame luminosity can be categorized into three combustion stages,
including: (1) the SoC stage, which exhibits dark blue color due to the low-temperature
HRR in the flame; (2) the main combustion stage, which means more unburned gas is
involved in the reaction and high-temperature HRR in the flame, while the flame emits
bright bluish luminosity; (3) the tail combustion stage, where the residual gas and large
dribbling droplets glow as bright yellowish light [55]. As observed from Figure 9I–IV,
increasing the χH2/CH4 leads to more enhanced combustion, which exhibits a higher
flame intensity and shorter low-temperature combustion duration. Meanwhile, the
addition of H2 does not only affect the intensity of the flame luminosity, but also the
flame velocity (flame area). At χH2/CH4 = 0, the maximum indicated intensity of the
discretized radius is around 1000 a.u., and the flame is far away from the injector tip
(~25 mm). It can be interpreted that the ignition kernels are close to the tip of the spray,
where the diesel–air equivalence ratio is close to the stoichiometric value. The flames
propagate based on the flame kernels being quenched due to the ultra-lean CH4–H2–air
mixtures. With the increase in the χH2/CH4 , the flames propagate toward the center
of the cylinder, due to the enhancement of H2 on the combustion characteristics and
because of the border flammability limits and higher burning velocity of H2 than CH4.
Additionally, the maximum indicated intensity of the discretized radius is much higher
than the combustion at χH2/CH4 = 0. With the increase in H2 in the CH4–air mixture, the
flame gradually propagates to the center of the cylinder with brighter flames, which
implies more complete combustion in the cylinder. According to our observation, it
is indicated that the addition of H2 extends the lean limits for the CH4–air mixture,
which may lead to more completed combustion and less CH4 slip and unburned hy-
drocarbons (UHC). However, adding the H2 exceeding a specific level (χH2/CH4 > 40%)
dramatically increased the combustion intensity, emitting extremely bright light as
shown in Figure 9IV. This bright light can be related to the soot formation caused by
high-temperature combustion.

4.3. Effect of H2 Addition on Flame Stability

To clarify the influences of H2 concentration on combustion stability, the flame
FSI was introduced for the flame probability analysis, as shown in Figure 10. In
this analysis, a total of 25 cycles were considered in each case. At the start of the
combustion (SoC) stage (~362.72 CAD), a low FSI value (<0.2) can be observed in all
cases, which relates to the random flame kernel occurrence. The explanation is that the
lean mixture (φ = 0.5) and highly turbulent flow conditions in the cylinder resulted in
a highly uncertain pilot diesel autoignition location. Meanwhile, it was observed that
increasing χH2/CH4 shows insignificant improvement in the FSI in the SoC stage. In the
main combustion stage (364.78–388.64 CAD), the relatively higher FSI was distributed
compared to the SOC stage. It was observed that the H2 addition still showed an
inconsiderable effect on the FSI distribution, where the flame was mostly located far
from the nozzle tip with a relatively low flame probability (FSI < 0.5). Nevertheless,
when χH2/CH4 40%, a significant increase in FSI can be observed, which exhibits a
much higher FSI (>0.5) and a larger flame area. This indicates that the significant effect
of H2 addition on the tri-fuel combustion happened when χH2/CH4 40%. In the tail
combustion stage, the FSI started to decrease when χH2/CH4 40% due to the depletion
of the fuel. However, the FSI in the χH2/CH4 = 60% case still showed a high level (>0.9)
due to the dribbling droplets burning and soot radiation.
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5. Conclusions

In the present paper, a TF combustion mode, which adopts premixed CH4/H2 mix-
tures as the main fuel and is ignited by a diesel pilot was comprehensively investigated
with varying H2 fractions in CH4–air mixtures (χH2/CH4 = 0%, 10%, 20%, 40%, 60%) in
an optical engine. The engine performance, combustion process, flame characteristics,
and stability were evaluated based on the cylinder pressure and colored natural flame
luminosity. According to the systematical exploration of the experimental results, the
following conclusions and intimations for the evaluation of tri-fuel combustion are stated:

(1) The AHRR and in-cylinder profiles were steeper with the increased H2 concentration.
Meanwhile, more combustion happened in the premixed stage rather than in the
diffusion stage as the concentration of H2 increased. This explanation is related to the
lower ignition energy needed for the H2 and faster flame speed, which resulted in
spontaneous multiple flame propagation and a faster burning rate.
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(2) Adding H2 into the CH4–air mixture promoted combustion efficiency as well as
improved the engine thermal efficiency by up to 6.5% due to the border flammability
limit and higher flame velocity of the H2 over CH4. However, increasing the H2
fraction in CH4–air mixture showed an insignificant effect of the H2 on the ignition
delay time.

(3) The results from the natural flame luminosity image analysis indicate that tri-fuel
combustion can be categorized as a three-stage combustion. The dark-bluish flame
can be observed at the initial combustion stage, which represents the low-temperature
HRR combustion in-cylinder. With more H2/CH4–air involved in the combustion,
the main combustion stage starts with the high-temperature HRR combustion, which
exhibits bright-bluish flames in-cylinder. With the in-cylinder temperature increasing
and fuel depleting, the large dribbling droplets start to burn, and residual gas starts
to glow, which emits bright-yellowish flames.

(4) The effect of H2 enhancement on the natural flame luminosity also indicates that the
increase in the H2 fraction in the CH4–air mixture monotonically increases the natural
flame luminosity and flame area, especially when χH2/CH4 ≥40%.

(5) The flame stability index (FSI) was introduced to estimate the effect of H2 addition
on the ignition and flame stability. The results indicate that the H2 induction has an
inconsiderable effect on the flame kernel creation, which shows a low FSI value in
all cases. Meanwhile, the addition of H2 also shows an insignificant effect on the FSI
in the main and tail combustions when χH2/CH4 <40%, which exhibits a similar FSI
distribution and flame area. Nevertheless, when χH2/CH4 ≥ 40%, a significant FSI
improvement can be observed in the main and tail combustions.

6. Recommendation for Future Work

Using H2 as a fuel promoter is a promising strategy to shift toward decarbonization
in the stationary and transportation systems. In the present study, a tri-fuel combustion
mode, which is extended from the conventional dual-fuel (DF) combustion mode, was
systematically investigated in an optically accessible engine using high-speed natural
flame luminosity imaging. In the present TF study, the addition of H2 showed significant
improvements in thermal efficiency and reductions in unburnt hydrocarbons (including
CH4 slip). With relevance to the present study, it is of particular urgency to gain a deep
understanding of (1) ignition properties of H2-based blended fuels, with the combinations
for both emerging and existing fuels in the market (2) the effect of H2 addition on other
gaseous fuels, e.g., NH3, methanol, etc.; (3) optimization of the H2/CH4 mixture for
compromising unburned hydrocarbon and NOx emissions; (4) the application of the tri-fuel
combustion mode for large bore engines, e.g., marine engines.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations
BTDC Before top dead center NFL Natural flame luminosity
CAD Crank angle degree LTC Low-temperature combustion
CI Compression–ignition PLIF Planar laser-induced fluorescence
DF Dual fuel PPC Partially premixed combustion
EHVA Electrohydraulic valve actuator Pratio Pilot fuel ratio
FSI Flame stability index RCCI Reactivity-controlled compression ignition
HRR Heat release rate SoC Start of combustion
IDT Ignition delay timing
IMEP Indicated mean effective pressure SoI Start of injection
ITE Indicated thermal efficiency TF Tri-fuel
Mathematic and Greek Symbols
λmixture Gaseous fuel lambda FSI(x, y) Flame stability index of a pixel at (x, y)

rn Discretized radius of the combustion chamber
.

mair,
.

mpilot,
.

mCH4
.

mH2
Mass flow rate of charge-air, pilot diesel, methane, and
hydrogen

I(x, y, CAD) Intensity of a pixel at (x, y) Tair Charge-air temperature
I(rn , CAD) Intensity on the radius of rn χH2/CH4 Hydrogen and methane volumetric ratio
In,nor(x, y) Normalized intensity of a pixel at (x, y) ζpilot Energy share ratio of diesel pilot
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